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The ultimate insider's guide to London for locals and experienced travelers

Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides

Part of the international 111 Places series with over 650 titles and 3.8 million copies in print worldwide 

Appeals to both the local market (more than 14 million people call London home) and the tourist market (30 million people

visit London every year!) 

Fully illustrated with 111 full-page color photographs

London offers a plethora of fun, interesting things for locals and visitors to do. Aside from the obvious tourist attractions, did you know

there’s a man stuck in a clock? Or that dancing on a certain grave can make a beautiful tune? Do you know the best place for making

sandcastles along the Thames? Or where to have breakfast with real London bus drivers? Have you ever seen the talking cat?

Covering all 32 boroughs of inner and outer London, this book offers an eclectic mix of fun facts with unique things to do; leading you

to rediscover London. You may have walked down the same street a hundred times and never noticed a certain something. This book

will tell you why it’s there and that just around the corner there is something great for kids! The book will introduce children to art,

history, science and much more, which will inspire them and create great family talking points all whilst making invaluable memories. So,

whether you are an ‘inny’ or an ‘outy’ Londoner, or visitor to this great city, grab the kids and get exploring!

Born opposite Big Ben, London has always been Alicia Edwards's home. Spending countless mornings walking the streets of Central

with her Grandad, growing up she got to learn every inch of the West End and its secret backstreets and shortcuts. Her love for the

capital has never waned as London never remains the same; there is always something new to find and explore. Since having a child of

her own, Alicia has rediscovered London in a whole new light and loves it even more!
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